. A straightforward prethat human populations from areas with high pathogen diction coming out of the PDBS hypothesis is that diversity should have increased HLA diversity in relapopulations from areas with high pathogen diversity tion to their neutral diversity. This is because individuals should have increased HLA diversity in relation to with higher variability at the HLA genes are predicted their average genomic diversity. We tested this preto cope with a higher number of pathogens. In this padiction by using HLA class I genetic diversity from per, we test this prediction with three different sources 61 human populations. Our results show that human of information: (1) the genetic diversity at HLA class I colonization history explains a substantial proportion genes (A, B, and C) from 61 human populations distribof HLA genetic diversity worldwide. However, beuted over the world (see the Supplemental Data availtween-population variation at the HLA class I genes able with this article online for more details on methods is also positively correlated with local pathogen richand populations); (2) estimates of intracellular pathogen richness (the total number of intracellular human disease agents known from each country where HLA-*Correspondence: prugnolle@yahoo.fr
Figure 1. Shortest Routes (in Purple) through Landmasses and Specified Land Bridges between the 61 Populations Analyzed (Red Dots) and a Hypothetical East African Origin
Geographic distances have been computed as paths connecting vertices (in green) on land with an algorithm based on graph theory (see [28] ).
typed populations originate (see Supplemental Data);
plained by the human colonization history, is significantly correlated with pathogen richness (Table 1) . Huand (3) the geographic distance of each population from East Africa along likely ancient colonization routes man populations that are exposed to a more diverse array of pathogens show higher HLA diversity than (see Supplemental Data; Figure 1 ), to control for the effect of past colonization history. those exposed to fewer pathogens ( Table 1 ). The correThe diversity of a gene under selection in any population is not only a function of selective factors acting specifically on that locus, but also of demography that remaining proportion of HLA diversity, which is not ex- lation is significant for HLA A and B genes. This relaportions when we reanalyze the HLA A and B datasets after subsetting them to include only the populations tionship is mainly driven by virus richness (Table 1) , which explains a higher proportion of the remaining that are available for HLA C (n = 48; see Table S2 ). Second, alternative geographic models (including latitude variations for HLA B (11%) than for HLA A (8%) and HLA C (4.7%). Several lines of evidence reveal these as another potential explanatory variable) do not change the results qualitatively either (Table 2) . Finally, results to be very robust. First, we obtain similar pro-in pathogen defense (notably against viruses), there are . This significant relationship was ever found with virus richtransition corresponds to major changes whereby paraness (Table 2) . sitic-disease mortality decreased, reducing the selecOur results therefore support the PDBS hypothesis tive pressure imposed on human populations by infecand further suggest that pathogens (notably viruses) tious diseases [33] . However, despite medical progress, might exert a stronger selection pressure on the HLA B global selective pressure imposed by pathogens is still gene than on HLA A and HLA C genes. These concluvery high because infectious diseases continue to be a sions are supported by previous studies. First, it has major cause of mortality-they are responsible for 48% been demonstrated that the strongest balancing selecof deaths worldwide in people under the age of 45 [34] . tion operates at the HLA B locus (selection coefficient Although the relative fitness costs owing to individual s = 4.2%; [29] ) followed by the HLA A (s =1.5%; [29] ) pathogen species have greatly evolved over the last and HLA C loci (s = 0.26%; [29] ; see also [30] ), which centuries, with some diseases previously causing exis in good agreement with the proportion of variance treme mortality now under control and others expandexplained by pathogen richness for the different HLA ing their range (emerging infectious diseases such as class I genes in the present study (Table 1) . Second, it HIV), it is unlikely that the relative number of pathogens per country, irrespective of their prevalence, has greatly has been shown that, despite apparently similar roles 
